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DISTRIBUTIVY IN LATTICE ORDERED GROUPS 
JÀN JAKUBIK, Kosice 
(Received August 26, 1970) 
Higher degrees of distributivity in lattice ordered groups were studied by several 
authors [3], [4], [8], [9], [10], [14], [15]. The resuhs of this paper are as follows. 
Let G be a lattice ordered group and let a, ß be any cardinals. It is proved that if G 
is a mixed product of lattice ordered groups A^ (i e / ) , then G is (a, jö)-distributive 
if and only if each Ai is (a, /?)-distributive. Let G be Archimedean and let E(G) be the 
Dedekind completion of G ; if G is (a, j5)-distributive and each non-trivial interval 
[a, b] of G contains a non-trivial interval [«i, b j with card [aj , b j ^ ß, then E(G) 
is (a, j5)-distributive. If G is (a, 2)-distributive and complete, then it is (a, a)-distributive 
(this is a partial solution of a problem by WEINBERG [14]). Assume that G is not 
completely distributive and denote by dG the least cardinal a such that G is not a-
distributive. Let A be an /-ideal of G. It is proved that dG and d^GJA) are mutually 
independent in a rather strong sense (Thm. 4.2); in particular, if (XQ, otj[, • • «5 ^fi are 
any regular cardinals, then there exist an /-group G and /-ideals A^ a A2 cz ... cz A„ 
of G such that dG = ag, d^GJA^ = â  [i = 1, ..., n). The distributive radical D{G) 
of an /-group G is defined to be the intersection of the closures of the minimal prime 
subgroups of G. D{G) is a convex /-subgroup of G. The /-group G is completely 
distributive if and only if D(G) ~ {0} [3]. We prove that if G is complete then G is 
the direct product M{G) X D{G), where M{G) is the greatest convex completely 
distributive /-subgroup of G. Some other types of convex /-subgroups / ( G ) of G 
wath the property that G is completely distributive if and only if / ( G ) = {0} are 
investigated. 
Let us recall some basic definitions. For lattices and lattice ordered groups (/-
groups) we shall use the standard notations, cf. [ l ] , [7]. The group operation will 
be written additively, but it is not assumed to be commutative. Let a, Д.Ье cardinals 
and let T,S be sets, card T ^ a, card iS ^ /?. A lattice L i s said to be ( л , v ) — 
— (a, j^)-di s tribut ive, if the equation 
(0 AVx,,, = V Лх.мо 
ГеТ seS (peST teT 
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holds in L identically whenever all joins and meets standing in (l) do exist in L. The 
( v , л ) — (a, j5)-distributivity is defined dually. Lis (a, j9)-distributive, if it is both 
( л , v ) - and ( v , л ) — (a, j9)-distributive; Lis completely distributive, if it is (a, a)-
distributive for each cardinal a. An /-group G is (a, j^)-distributive if its is ( л , v ) — 
— (a, j5)-distributive or ( v , л ) — (a, j5)-distributive. 
An /-group G is representable if it is a subdirect product of linearly ordered groups. 
Any Abehan /-group is representable [1]. A set Л cz G is a polar of G if it has the 
form Л = (^ e G : |6f| л |b| == 0 for each Ъ EB] where ß is a non-empty subset of G; 
we denote A = B^. The system P(G) of all polars of G partially ordered by inclusion 
is a Boolean algebra [12]. An interval [a, b] = {x G L : a ^ x ^ b] of a lattice L 
is non-trivial, if a < b. 
1. (a, y5)-DlSTRIBUTIVITY IN MIXED PRODUCTS OF /-GROUPS 
Let G be a lattice ordered group and assume that G is a mixed product of /-groups 
Gi [i el). From Thm. 1.4 below it follows that G is (oc, j5)-distributive if and only if 
each Gi is (a, j5)-distributive. In particular, G is completely distributive if and only if 
each Gi is. Weinberg [15] proved that for an Archimedean /-group G the conditions 
(A) G is completely distributive, 
(B) the Boolean algebra P{G) is atomic, 
are equivalent and that (В) => (A) for representable /-groups. He also found an 
example of a non-representable /-group satisfying (A) but noi (В). The theorem on 
the (a, j5)-distributivity of the mixed product enables one to show that (В) js not im­
plied by (A) even in the case of representable /-groups. 
Let / be a partially ordered set and for each i e I let G • be a partially ordered group. 
The mixed product 
(2) G = Qi,,G, 
is defined as follows [7]: G is the set of all vectors 
g = (..., ö'p •••)^e^' ö̂ ê Ge­
such that the set S{g) = {i el : g^ =^ 0} satisfies the descending chain condition. The 
operation + in G is defined component-wise. For g e G, g "=¥ 0 we put g > 0 
provided gi > 0 for each minimal element / of the set S(g). Then G is a partially 
ordered group; it is an /-group if and only if (i) / is a tree (i.e., no two incomparable 
elements of / have a common upper bound), (ii) Ĝ- is linearly ordered whenever / is 
not maximal i n / , and (iii) Ĝ  is an /-group for each maximal element / el [7]. Let us 
remark that if (2) holds and G is an /-group, then the lattice operations are not, in 
general, performed component-wise. If the partial order on / is trivial (i.e., no two 
distinct elements of/ are comparable) then^Qj-̂ jG^ is the direct product TlieiGr î^ the 
case of / = {il, /'2}, 4 < /2 we shall write G == G,-̂  о G -̂,. 
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î . l . Let G be an l-group, G = A о В, В ф {0}, g = (а, b) е G, д^ = (а^, bj,) е 
е G[k е к), g = Укекди- Then there is he К such that a^ = a. 
Proof. From gj^ ^ ^ it follows a^ ^ a. Contrary to the assertion of the theorem, 
assume that a,^ < a for each кеК. Since В 4= {0}, there exists b* e Б such that 
0 ^ b* does not hold. Then gj, < (a, fo + b*) for each кеК, but (a, b) non S 
^ (a, Ь + Ь*) and thus g is not the join of the system {дк}кеК' 
Analogously we can prove the dual assertion. 
1.2, Let G be an l-group, 0 < g e G. Then the interval [0, g^ is ( л , v ) — (a, ß)-
distributive if and only if it is (v, л ) — (a, ß)-distributive. 
Proof. Assume that [0, f̂] is not ( л , v ) — (a, ^)-distributive. Then the lattice 
[ —of, 0] being dually isomorphic to [0, g~] fails to be ( v , л ) — (a, ß)- distributive. 
But the translation cp : x -^ x + g is an isomorphism of [ —̂f, 0] onto [0, g~\, hence 
[0, g~\ is not ( v , л ) — (a, jö)-distributive. The remaining part of the proof can be 
performed dually. 
The following simple lemma on the (a, j5)-distributivity is essentially known ([14], 
Thm. 2.6; [8], 1.3): 
1.3. Let G be an l-group, 0 < g e G. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) The interval [0, ^] is not (a, ßydistributive. 
(ii) There is a system {xf^ : t e T, s e S] с [0, Ö'] such that card T ^ a, card S ^ 
S ß and 
(3) 0 < 1̂1 = \/ses4,s for each t e T, 
(4) 0 = AteT^Mt) f^^ ^^^^ (peS'^, 
Proof. If (ii) holds, then v^ e [0, g} and 
Л г е Г VseS^ f .s = V^ > 0 = V^eS^^ AteT^tMt) ' 
thus [0, g~] is not (a, j9)-distributive. Conversely, assume that [0, g~\ is not (a, ß)-
distributive. According io 1.2 [0, g^ is not ( л , v ) - (a, j5)-distributive. Then there 
exist in [0, g^ a system 
{x,^, :teZ seS], card T g a , card S S ß 
such that 
^ = Л г б Г VseS^ f ,s > V<peST AteT^tMO ^ ^ ' 
hence 
Vi = V - и = AteT Vses{^t,s - u) > Vc/,eST Ateli^tMt) - u) = 0 . 
Clearly V, v^ e [0, g]. By putting x*, = [{x^, - w) v 0] л i;i we obtain that (ii) is 
vahd. 
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From the method of the proof of 1.3, it follows easily: 
1.3.1. / / G is not (a, ßydistributive, then there is 0 < g e G such that the interval 
[0, gf] is not (a, ß)-distributive. 
If G is a mixed product of /-groups G,- (/ e / ) , we denote for any / e I 
Gi = [g e G : Qj = 0 for each j el, j ф /} . 
1.4. Theorem. Assume that an l-group G is a mixed product of l-groups Gi ф 
Ф {0} (/ el). Let H be an l-subgroup of G such that 
Let ОС, ß be cardinals. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) H is (a, ßydistributive. 
(ii) Each Gi (i el) is (a, ßydistributive. 
(iii) Gl is (a, ß)-distributive for each maximal element i eL 
Proof. Suppose that (i) holds. \ï iel and / is not maximal in /, then Ĝ  is linearly 
ordered, thus Ĝ  is completely distributive. If / is maximal in / , then G,- is isomorphic 
to Gi and Gf is a convex /-subgroup of H. Clearly any convex /-subgroup of an 
(a, j5)-distributive /-group is (a, j5)-distributive as well; hence Gj is (a, ^)-distributive. 
Let us assume that (ii) is valid and suppose (contrary to the assertion ((i)) that H 
is not (a, j5)-distributive. Then according to 1.3 there is a system {xf ^ :teT,seS} cz 
с Я, card T g a, card S S ß, such that (3) and (4) are fulfilled. Let Si{vi) be the 
system of all minimal elements of S{vi). Now we distinguish two cases. First assume 
that each element / G Si{v^) is maximal in / . Then Vi{j) = 0 for each j el\ Si{v^) 
(we write Vi{j) instead of {vi)j and analogously for other elements). Let i e Si{vi). 
There exists v^ e H such that v^^i) = Vi{i) and Vi{j) = 0 for each j el, j ф / (since 
Gi с я ) . Clearly 0 < v^ ^ v^. By putting x^^^ = xf, л v^ we get from (3) and (4) 
(5) 0 < i;i = Vses^t,s for each teT, 
(6) • 0 - AteT^tMt) for each cp e S'^. 
Since / is maximal in I,Gi is a convex /-subgroup of Я. All elements v^, x^ ^ belong 
to Gi. By (5), (6) and L3, Ĝ  is not (a, jß)-distributive, therefore Ĝ  is not (a, ß)-
distributive, which is a contradiction. 
Now assume that there exists / e Si{vi) that is not maximal in/ . Then we can choose 
z'l el, il > i and p e G,-, p > 0. Since Ĝ-̂  с Я, there is v^ e H such that Vi{ii) = p, 
^lO) = 0 for each 7 G/, j ф г^.ТЬепО < v^ -^ ŷ  and if we again put 3c ̂ ,, = xf., л Vi 
we get the equations (5) and (6); thus i^ cannot be maximal in /. Denote 
Ho = {деН : g{j) = 0 for each j eI, j non ^ / J , 
В = {g еН : g{j) = 0 for each j eI, j non > i^} . 
H I 
All elements v^, x, ^ belong to HQ. Clearly HQ is isomorphic to 
and since i\ is not maximal in / , we have В Ф {0}. Therefore according to 1.1 it 
follows from (5) that for each t G Г there is 5̂  e iS such that 
Put фо(0 ~ ^t'^ ^^^^ ^t,<po(t){h) = P for each t e Г. Consider the equation (6) for 
(p — (PQ\ from the assertion dual to 1.1 it follows that there is ^ e Twith the property 
^t,<poit){h) -=0(ч) = 0 ; 
this is a contradiction. Therefore (ii) => (i). Obviously (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. 
1.5. Corollary. Let G be an l-group that is a mixed product of l-groups Gi ф {0} 
(/ eï). Then G is (a, ßydistributive if and only if G^ is (a, ßydistributive for each 
maximal element i eL 
It was proved in [8] that if G is an /-group with card G = ŒQ and jf it is (2''°, ao)-
distributive, then it is completely distributive. From this and from 1.4 we obtain: 
1.6. Corollary. Let G be an l-group that is a mixed product of l~groups G^ Ф 
Ф {0} (i el) and let H be an l-subgroup of G such that Uief^i ^ ^- ^^^ ^o ^^ ^ '̂̂ •̂" 
dinal such that card Gj- ^ OLQ for each maximal element i EL If for each maximal 
element i e I the l-group Gi is {T°, aQ)-distributive, then H is completely distributive, 
1.7. Example . Let / be a tree such that for each iel there exist incomparable 
elements i\, 1*2 ^I with г < i\, i < /2- For each i el let Ĝ  be the linearly ordered 
additive group of all integers, G == Qi^jG^. According to 1.5 the /-group G is complete­
ly distributive. Since G is Abelian, it is representable. Let X e P(G), X ф {0}. There 
is X E X, X > 0. Let / be a minimal element of 5(x). There are incomparable elements 
г J, 1*2 with i < z'l, Ï < /2- Let j^^ 6 G, yj^ik) = 1, у^{]) = О for each j el, j ф i^ 
{k = 1, 2). Then 0 < ŷ . g 2x e X . Put Y^ = [уиУ n X. We have {0} Ф 1̂ , c= X, 
Yj, Ф X, Yj,e P(G) (k = 1,2) and Fj, Y2 are incomparable (since y^ eY2\ Y^, у2 e 
e 7i \ Y2). Therefore X is not an atom in P{G) and so P(G) has no atoms. Thus (B) 
is not implied by (A) for representable /-groups. 
2. DEDEKIND COMPLETION 
Let Lbe a lattice. For any subset 0 ф X c= Llet L(X) and U(X) be the system of 
all lower bounds and upper bounds of X, respectively. By E{L) we denote the system 
of all sets L ( U ( X ) ) where X runs over the system of all non-empty sets X that are 
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Upper bounded. E(L) is partially ordered by inclusion. Then E(L) is a conditionally 
complete lattice. If {^,}^/ is an upper bounded (lower bounded) subset of E(L), 
then V.eH.- = L{U{X)) where X == У^еИМ^е/^, = П.вИ.). 
Now let G be an Archimedean /-group. If A^, A2 e E(G), the operation + in E(G) 
is defined by the rule A^ + A2 = L((7(X)), where X = [а^ + ai : a^ e A^, ^2 e A2} . 
E{G) is a complete /-group [1], [7]; it is called the Dedekind completion of G. For 
g eG put g = L(U{{g})). The system of all elements g(g e G) is an /-subgroup of E{G) 
isomorphic to G. Ö is the neutral element of E ( G ) . 
If G is a completely distributive /-group, then the lattice £(G) need not be complete-
ly distributive [15]. We shall assume that G is an (a, ^)-distributive Archimedean 
/-group and we investigate a sufficient condition under which E(G) is (a, ^)-distribu-
tive. 
2.1. Let a, ß be cardinals, ß ^ KQ. Let G be an (a, ßydistributive Archimedean 
l-group, LetO<beG, card [0, b] ^ ß. Then the interval [Ö, 5] of E{G) is (a, ß)-
distributive. 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that [Ö, Б] is not (a, j5)-distributive. Then according 
to 1.3 there exist elements F, X^^^ e [Ö, Б] (card T g a, card S ^ ß) such that 
(7) Ö <V= Vses^r,s for each t GT, 
(8) Ö = AtsT^tMt) for each cp G S^^ . 
Without loss of generahty we may suppose that V = v for some 0 < v G G (for, if 
this is not the case, then there is 0 < f e Fand instead of X^ ^ we may consider the 
elements X^^ n v). For any t G T, s G S put 
Y,^, = {gGX,y.g^O}. 
According to (7) Yf^s ci [0, v] с [0, Ь], thus we can write 
(9) Y,^^ = {y,^,j:iGl], cardl = ß; 
from (7) and (9) we obtain 
(10) V = s u p U.e5^^s = Vs65,/6/>'f,s,t 
for each t G T. 
Denote S x I = K, Vf^.j = y,,fc, к = {s, i ) e X . Then card К = ß and according 
to (10) 
(11) 0 < V = WkeKyt,k for each ÎGT. 
Further, it follows from (8) that for any ^ G /^ and any ф e S^ we have 
AteTytMt),xit) = 0 , 
(12) Лгег}^г,ыо = ^ f^^^a^h Z i e K ^ 
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Equations (11) and (12) show that the interval [0, v] cz [0, b] is not (a, ^)-distributive, 
which is a contradiction. Thus the interval [Ö, Б] is (a, jS)-distributive. 
2.2. Theorem. Let G be an Archimedean (a, ß)-distributive l-group, ß ^ ^o-
Assume that for each 0 < ae G there is b e G such that 0 < b ^ a, card [0, b] ^ ß. 
Then the Dedekind completion E{G) of G is (a, ß)-distributive. 
Proof. Suppose that E{G) is not (a, ^5)-distributive. Then there are elements 
V, X^^, G E{G) {teT, seS, card T ^ a, card S S ß) such that the equations (7), (8) 
are valid. Hence there is aeV, a > 0 and beG,0<b^a such that card [0, b] ^ 
^ ß. Put Z,, = X , , л b. Then 
b = \/ses^t,s ^OT each t еТ, 
Ö = AteT^tMt) for each (p e S'^ , 
thus the interval [Ö, Б] of £ ( G ) is not (a, ^)-distributive; according to 2.1 this is a con-
tradiction. 
3. THE (a, 2)-DISTRIBUTIVITY 
Let Lbe a lattice and a, ß infinite cardinals. Consider the conditions: 
(a) Lis (a, 2)-distributive. 
(b) Lis (a, a)-distributive. 
Clearly (b) imphes (a). The following two theorems on Boolean algebras are known 
(PIERCE [10]): 
3.1. For any Boolean algebra, (a) implies (b). 
3.2. Let В be a Boolean algebra and letX be the Stone space of B. Then the lattice 
C(X) of all continuous real functions on X is (a, ßydistributive if and only if В 
is (a, ß)-distributive. 
Weinberg [14] studied the lattice ordered group C{X) of all continuous functions 
on a topological space X under the assumption that X is Hausdorif and completely 
regular; he proved the following theorem: 
3.3. For C(X) the implication (a) => (b) is valid. 
Weinberg also remarks that this implication is apparently unsettled for the more 
general case of an arbitrary lattice or even for Archimedean lattice oi'dered groups. 
In this section we shall prove that the implication (a) => (b) is satisfied for any 
complete lattice ordered group. We need the following notions: 
Let G be an /-group, e e G, e > 0. The element e is said to be a strong unit in G, if 
00 
и [~ne, ne^ = G . 
7 1 = 1 
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A complete /-group G is a X-space [13] if we can define a multipHcation Xx of elements 
X G G by reals X such that G becomes a linear space with the property Ax > 0 for any 
X > 0 and Я > 0. Let G be a iC-space and let e be a strong unit in G; we denote by 
В{е) the set of all elements e^e G such that there exists ^2 ^ ^ with the property 
e^ V e2 = e, e^ /\ £2 = 0. The set B{e) is a Boolean algebra and according to the 
well-known theorem on the representation of K-spaces, G is isomorphic to the 
l-group of all bounded continuous functions on the Stone space X{B(efi of the 
Boolean algebra B(e) (cf. [13], Thm. V. З.1.). 
An /-subgroup Я of an /-group G is said to be dense if for each ^ < geG there is 
/г e Я such that 0 < h ^ g. 
3.4. Let H be a convex dense l-subgroiip of an l-group G. Then G is (a, ß)-
distributive if and only if H is (a, ß)-distributive. 
Proof. If G is (a, jS)-distributive, then obviously Я is (a, ^)-distributive as well. 
Assume that Я is (a, j5)-distributive and suppose (contrary to our assertion) that G 
is not (a, j5)-distributive. Then there are elements 0 < v, x*^ G G such that the condi­
tion (ii) of 1.3 holds. Since Я is dense in G, there exists v^ e H with 0 < Ü^ ^ f. If 
we set x*s A Vi = x^ 5, we get the equations (5) and (6) showing that Я is not (a, ß)-
distributive. 
An element 0 < w G G is said to be a weak unit in G if w л ^ > 0 for each 0 < 
< 0̂  G G. If I/ is a weak unit in G and Я is a convex /-subgroup of G such that ue H, 
then obviously Я is dense in G. The following Corollary to 3.4 slightly generahzes 
a result of Weinberg ([14], Proposition 2.9): 
3.4.1. Corollary. Let G be an l-group with a weak unit и and let H be a convex 
l-subgroup of G such that и e H. Then G is (a, ß)-distributive if and only if H is 
(a, ßydistributive. 
3.5. Let G be a K-space that is (a, 2)-distributive. Then G is (a, a)-distributive. 
Proof. Assume that G is not (a, a)-distributive. Then there are elements xf^, v^ e G 
such that the equations (3) and (4) hold, card T ^ oc, card S -^ ß and Vj^ > 0. Let 
00 
Gl == и [-ni^i, nvi] . 
n=l 
Gl is a X-space with the strong unit v^, hence G^ is isomorphic to the /-group H^ 
consisting of all bounded continuous functions on the Stone space X(i?(üi)). Moreover. 
Gl is (a, 2)-distnbutive, since it is a convex /-subgroup of G. Thus Я1 is (a, 2)-
distributive. Let Я be the /-group of all continuous functions on X(B{VI)). Since H^ 
is a convex dense /-subgroup of Я, Я is (a, 2)-distributive according to 3.4 and there­
fore by 3.2 the Boolean algebra B{v^) is (a, 2)-distributive as well. By 3.1 B[vi) is 
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(a, a)-distributive, thus, by 3.2 H is (a, a)-distributive and therefore H^ is (a, a)-
distributive. Hence G^ is (a, a)-distributive. But, since v^ and xf^ belong to G^, it 
follows from (3), (4) that G^ is not (a, a)-distributive, which is a contradiction. 
An element s of an /-group G is said to be singular, if 5 > 0 and for each a e G 
such that 0 ^ a < s the equation a A (s — a) = 0 is valid. Let S, == S I ( G ) be the 
set of all singular elements of G. 
3.6. (CONRAD [6]). Let G be a complete lattice ordered group. Then Sl is a K-space 
and G is isomorphic to the direct product Sf x Sf. 
3.7. Let s be a singular element of an l~group G. Then [0, 5] /5 a Boolean algebra. 
Proof. [0, 5] is a distributive lattice. If a e [0, 5], put a' = s — a. Then a' e [0, s], 
a A a' = 0, a V a' = a + a' = s, thus [0, 5] is a complemented lattice. 
3.8. Let G be a complete l-group, S^ = '^i(^)- -// Sf is (a, lydistributive, then 
it is (a, (x)-distributive. 
Proof. If Sf is not (a, a)-distribuiive, then there exist elements v^.xf^eSf 
(card T ^ a, card 5 ^ a) such that î i > 0 and the equations (З), (4) are fulfilled. 
Further there is 5 e S^ with the property L̂, A s ~ v^ > 0. From 3.7 it follows that 
Vi e Si and that [0,1\^ is a Boolean algebra. Since Sl^ is (a, 2)-distributive, so is 
[0, Vi] and thus according to 3.1, [0, д^~\ is (a, a)-distributive. But the equations (5) 
and (6) hold for r^, therefore [0, Vi] is not (a, a)-distributive, which is a contradiction. 
3.9. Theorem. Let G be a complete (a, 2)-distributive l-group. Then it is (a, a)-
distributive. 
Proof. The convex /-subgroups S\ and Sf of G are (a, 2)-distributive. From 3.5 
and 3.6 it follows that S\ is (a, a)-distributive. According to 3.8 Sf is (a, a)-distributive. 
Using 3.6 again we get that G is (a, a)-distributive. 
4. DISTRIBUTIVITY OF FACTOR /-GROUPS 
Pierce [10] investigated the higher degrees of distiibutivity for factor lattices BJA 
where Б is a Boolean algebra and A is an ideal of B. We shall consider the distribu-
tivity of a factor /-group GJA determined by an /-ideal A of the /-group G. If G is not 
completely distributive we denote by dG the least cardinal a such that G is not 
a-distributive.^) Theorem 4.2 shows that there does not exist, in general, any relation­
ship between dG and d{BlÄ). 
^) a-distributivity means (a,a) - distributivity. 
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4.1. Let a be a regular cardinal. There exist an 1-group G^ and an l-ideal Q of G^ 
such that G^ is completely distributive and d{G^IC^) = a. 
Proof. It was proved in [ i l ] that there exists a Boolean algebra B^ with dB^ == oc. 
Let X^ be the Stone space of ß^, and let H^ be the /-group of all continuous real 
functions defined on X^. According to 3.2 dH^ = a. Let E be the additive group of 
all reals with the natural order, E^ = E о E and let F^ be the set of all mappings 
f : X^-^ E^. For any x e X^ we have f{x) = (}\, у2) e E о E; we denote j ' ,- = /,(х) 
(i = 1, 2). Let G, = {feF, :f, E Я«}. F o r / , g E F , we p u t / ^ g if/(x) ^ g{x) for 
each X EX. Then F^ is an additive /-group and Ĝ  is an /-subgroup of F^. Assume 
that G„ is not ^-distributive for some cardinal ß. According to 1.3 there exist elements 
f'\fE G^{t E T, s E S, card T ^ ß, card S S ß) such that 
0 < / = Vsesf'' for each t ET, 
0 =-Aterf'''^'^ for each cp E S'\ 
Since/ > 0, there is Xi EX^ with/(xj) = (/i(xi),/2(xj)) > 0. Л/^{х^) > 0, choose 
any 0 < >'o G F; if /^(xi) = 0, take y^ E E such that 0 < Vo < /2(^1)- There exists 
QEG^ such that g{x^) = (0,3/0)' g{^) = (O, 0) for each xeX„ , x Ф Xj. Clearly 
0 < <? ^ / . We have 
0 < 6̂  = Vses.f'' A g for any Г e T, 
0 = Vrer/'''^'^ A ^ for any Ф e S^ , 
hence the interval [0, ^] is not /^-distributive. But [0, g'\ is a chain and therefore it is 
completely distributive; this is a contradiction. Thus G„ is completely distributive. 
Let Q = {/e Ĝ  : / i(x) = 0 for each x EX^^. Obviously C„ is an /-ideal of G^ and 
G J Q is isomorphic to H^, whence d{GjC^) = a. 
4.2. Theorem. Le^ i /̂ É̂  a partially ordered set and let ao, â  ( / e / ) be regular 
cardinals. There exist a lattice ordered group G and a system of l-ideals {^i},ej 
of G such that 
(i) dG = ao, (ii) (i(G//lj) = a^for each i E /, and (iii) 7\ ^ /2 <=> -̂ /̂  ^ - /̂2-
Proof. Let /0 Ф T Г = I и {/о}. For any / EI let Ĝ .̂, Q . be /-groups constructed 
as in 4.1 and let Ĝ ^ = H^^. Denote G = Tïi^jG^.. We define Б̂ у ( / e / , j E Г) as 
follows: 
Б,-,- = Q . for each / e / , B^j — G^. if j < i or j = IQ and В и = {0} otherwise. 
Denote A- = Uj^j.Bjj. Then Ai is an /-ideal of G and for / j , /2 e / 
The factor /-group GJA^ is isomorphic to the product Uj^jDij, where 
D,i = G^.jC^., Dij = {0} if j < / or 7 = /Q , and Dij = G^. otherwise; 
thus d{GlA^ = a,-. Obviously dG = ag. 
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5. DISTRIBUTIVE RADICAL OF AN /-GROUP 
Let G be an /-group. Conrad [4] introduced the concepts of the radical R(G) and 
the ideal radical L ( G ) of G and studied the relationship between the properties of 
R{G), L{G) and the complete distributivity of G. The set R[G) {L(G)) is a convex 
/-subgroup (an J-ideal) of G and L{G) С R{G). If G is Abeljan, then L{G) - R ( G ) . 
The following results were proved in [4]: 
(i) If R{G) = {0}, then G is completely distributive. 
(ii) If G is completely distributive, then L{G) = {O}. 
Further, it does not follow from L{G) = {0} that G is completely distributive [9] 
and the complete distributivity of G does not imply that R[G) = {0} [4]. 
BYRD and LLOYD [3] defined and examined the distributive radical D(G) of an 
/-group G. D(G) is a convex /-subgroup of G, L{G) a D(G) С R(^G) and 
(iii) D{G) = {0} if and only if G is completely distributive. 
In this section we investigate some othei types of convex /-subgroups /(G) of G 
with the property that / ( G ) = {0} if and only if G is completely distributive. In each 
/-group G there is a greatest convex completely distributive /-subgroup M{G) of G [8]. 
We shall show that G = M(G) X D(G) whenever G is a complete /-group. 
Let us recall the definition of D(G). A convex /-subgroup Л of G is called prime 
provided a л Ь > 0 for any pair of positive elements a, b e G\Ä. An /-group В 
of G is said to be closed if whenever {b,} a В and Vb^ exists in G then \/bi e B. 
The closure of an /-subgroup Л of G is the intersection of all closed convex /-subgroups 
of G containing A. The distributive radical D(G) of G is defined to be the intersection 
of the closures of the minimal prime subgroups of G. 
5.1. ([8]) Let G be an I -group. There exists a closed l-ideal M{G) of G such that 
(i) M{G) is completely distributive, (ii) if 0 < g e G and [0, ^ ] is completely distri­
butive, then [0, g^ a M(G) (thus A cz M{G) for any completely distributive convex 
l-subgroup A of G), and (iii) if G is complete, then M{G) is a direct factor of G. 
Let g, g^ EG, g > 0, g"^ > 0. The pair (g, g'^) is called distributive, if whenever 
g = У шдь and g I ^ 0, иь r g* g д. for some iel. 
5.2. (Weinberg [15]). An l-group G is completely distributive if and only if each 
0 < g e G is the first term of a distributive pair. 
5.3. (BYRD - LLOYD [3]). For an l-group G, D{G) = {g eG :\g\ is not the first 
term of a distributive pair]. G is completely distributive if and only if / ) ( G ) = 0. 
5.4. Let 0 < g e G such that [0, ^] is completely distributive, 0 < d e D{G). 
Then g A d = 0. 
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Proof. Assume that 0 < g^ = g A d. Then gi e D(G) since D(G) is convex in G 
and hence by 5.3 gi is not the first term of a distributive pair. According to 5.1 ^i e 
G M{G) and therefore it follows from 5.2 that g^ is the first term of a distributive pair, 
which is impossible. 
5.5. Let 0 < g eG such that g л d = 0 for each 0 < de D{G). Then [0, g'] is 
completely distributive. 
Proof. Let X = D(Gy. Then Z is a closed convex /-subgroup of G and by 5.3 
each strictly positive element of X is the first term of a distributive pair. According 
to 5.2 X is completely distributive. Obviously g eX and thus [0, gl^ is completely 
distributive. 
5.6. Theorem. For any Ugroup G, D{Gy = M(G). 
Proof. From 5.4 it follows that M(G) С D{Gy and by 5.5 D{Gy a M{G). 
5.7. / / G is a complete l-group, then D(G) = M{Gy. 
Proof. According to 5.4, D{G) a M{Gy. Let geM{Gy, Ö' > 0 and let {J^} be 
the system of all elements di e D(G) such that 0 ^ di ^ g. Put d = V^i- I^{G) is 
a closed /-subgroup of G, thus de D{G). Denote —d + g = gi. If 0 < J^ ^ g^, 
J j e D(G), then d + d^ S g, ä -{- d^e D(G), whence d + d^ S d, which is impos-
sible. Therefore di A g^ = 0 for each d^ e D(G), d^ > 0. This implies ^^ e D[Gy = 
= M(G). But then g I = g л gi = 0 and so we obtain g e D(G), 
5.8. Theorem. Let G be a complete l-group. Then G = M{G) X D{G). 
Proof. According to 5.1 there is a direct decomposition G = M{G) X B. If any 
direct decomposition Я = C^ x C2 of an /-group Я is given, then C2 = Ci. Thus 
В = M{Gy. Because of 5.7, В = D{G\ 
5.9. For any l-group G, M{Gy is an l-ideal of G. The l-group G is completely 
distributive if and only if M(Gy — {O}. 
Proof. Assume that M(G)^ = {0}. According to 5.4, D{G) С M(Gy, hence D ( G ) = 
= {0} and thus by 5.3 G is completely distributive. If G is completely distributive, 
then M{G) = G, therefore M{Gy = {0}. For any /-ideal X of G the polar X^ is an 
/-ideal as well. 
In view of 5.3 and 5.9 it is natural to ask whether there exist intrinsically defined 
convex /-subgroups Ä{G) of G such that (i) Ä{G) is, in general, distinct from D{G) 
and M[G), and (ii) Ä{G) = {0} if and only if G is completely distributive. We intend 
to show that there are, roughly speaking, infinitely many such convex /-subgroups 
A{G). Let us introduce the following notions. 
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Let Ж be the class of all /-groups and let / be a mapping of Ж into Ж such that 
(a) / ( G ) is a convex /-subgroup of G for any G e Jf", 
(b) if Gl, G2 e Ж and if ц) is an isomorphism of G^ onto G2, then (p(f{G^)) = /(G2). 
Under these conditions / is said to be a convex injection defined in Ж. A convex 
inject ion/is called monotone (strongly monotone) i f / (Gi) is a convex /-subgroup 
of/(G2) (/(^1) = Gl n/(G2)) whenever Gj is a convex /-subgroup of G2. 
If Gl, G2 are convex /-subgroups of an /-group G we denote by Gj v G2(Gi л G2) 
the /-subgroup of G generated by the set Gi u G2 (the /-subgroup Gi n G2). Let J^ 
be the class of all convex injections defined in Ж. Let /1 , /2 e J^. We define/1 v /2 , 
/1 л fi ^^^ /1 by the rules 
(/ , V / , ) (G) = / , (G) V /3(G), if, л ./,) (G) = / ,(G) л A(G) , 
/ f (G)= / , (G) - ' 
for any G G .:^. Then /1 v /2 , /1 л /2 and / f belong to e^. The convex injections 
/1 V /2 and /1 л /2 are monotone (strongly monotone) whenever J\ and /2 are 
monotone (strongly monotone). Further let (/1/2) (G) =/ i ( /2(G)) for any Ge^vf'. 
I f / i and/2 are monotone, then/1/2 is a monotone injection as well. 
5.10. / / / is a strongly monotone injection, then the same holds for f^. 
Proof. Let Gl be a convex /-subgroup of G. Jf g ef\G) n Gi, then \g\ л |Ö| = 0 
for any a e / ( G ) 3 / ( G i ) thus gef\G^. Conversely, let 0̂  e/^(Gi), aef{G). 
Then 0 ^ ai = l̂ l̂ л \a\ Ef{G) n Gi = f{Gn), therefore 0 = \g\ A Ui = a^; this 
shows that g ef^(G) n Gi. 
For any G e Ж let D ( G ) and M(G) have the same meaning as above. Since D(G) 
and M{G) are convex /-subgroups of G, D and M belong to J^. 
5.11. The convex injections D and M are strongly monotone. 
Proof. Let Gl be a convex /-subgroup of G, ^ e Gi. Then g is the first term of 
a distributive pair in G1 if and only if g is the first term of a distributive pair in G, 
therefore D{G^) = D{(/) n G^. From 5.1 it follows that M ( G I ) = M{G) n G^. 
L e t / e #" and let us consider the condition: 
(*) For any GEЖ, 
f{G) = {0} <=> G is completely distributive. 
5.12. Let f e ^ such that f{G) is a dense l-subgroup of M^(G) for any GeЖ, 
Then f satisfies (^). 
Proof. If G is completely distributive, then according to 5.9 M^(G) = {O}, thus 
/ (G) = {0}. Conversely, assume tha t / (G) = {0}. Since/(G) is dense in M%G). we 
get M\G) = {0} and then it follows from 5.9 that G is completely distributive. 
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5.13. Theorem. Let f be a strongly monotone convex injection. Then f satisfies 
(*) if and only if f{G) is a dense l-subgroup of M^{G) for any G e Ж. 
Proof. By 5.12 it suffices to prove the assertion ''only if". Assume that/satisfies (*). 
Then /(G) n M{G) = f{M{G)) = {0} because M{G) is completely distributive. 
Therefore / ( G ) CZ M\G). Suppose that / ( G ) is not dense in M%G). Then there is 
0 < X e M\G) such that |y| л x = 0 for each у ef{G). Thus the set X = f{Gy n 
n M{Gy is a convex /-subgroup of G and X Ф (0). Since X cz M{Gy, no non-trivial 
interval of X is completely distributive. We have f(X) = / (G) n X a / (G) n 
r)f{Gy = {0} and so according to (*)X is completly distributive, which is a con­
tradiction. 
5.14. Theorem. Let G be an l-group and let {G,- : i e l] be the system of all convex 
Abelian l-subgroups of G, A[G) = (Jiei^i- Then A[G) is an Abelian l-ideal of G. 
Proof. Let P be the set of all elements p ^ 0, peG such that Xj, X2 e [0, p] 
implies X| + X2 = AS + x^. Let p, q e P, x G [0, p] , y e [0, ^ ] . Denote x A y = u, 
Xi = X — u, y I = y — и. Then Xj л y^ = 0, thus x^ + y^ = y^ + Xj and by the 
assumption и + Xj = x^ -\- u, и + y^ = У1 + u. Hence it follows x + у = у + x. 
Nov/ let p + ^ = r, a j , «2 e [0, r] . There are decompositions 
öj = X + Z , «2 = ^ + У 
such that X, ^ e [0, p] , z, 3; e [0, q]. This implies that any two elements of the set 
[x, z, t, y} are permutable, therefore a^ + «2 = ^2 + ^i- Hence the set P is closed 
with respect to the addition. Evidently P i s a convex sublattice of G and 0 e P. Let 
pe P, X E G, p' = — X + p + X, У1, y2 e [0, p '] . Then x̂  = x + Vj — x e [0, p~\ 
(/ = 1, 2), thus Xi, X2 are permutable and so j ' j , y2 are permutable as well. There­
fore P is a normal subset of G. Denote 
A{G) = {p- q:peP, qeP]. 
Then A(G) is a convex /-subgroup of G. Moreover A[G) is an /-ideal of G because P 
is normal in G. Since any two elements of P are permutable, A{G) is Abelian. If Ĝ  is 
a convex Abelian /-subgroup of G, geGi, then |éf| e P and therefore Ĝ- с ^(G). 
A(G) is the greatest convex Abelian /-subgroup of G. 
From 5.14 it follows immediately: 
5.15. A belongs to .^ and is strongly monotone. 
For any convex /-subgroup X of an /-group G the set X v X^ is a dense convex 
l-subgroup of G. Denote 
F(G) = A{D(G)) V A%D{G)). 
Then P(G) is a convex /-subgroup of G and a dense convex /-subgroup of D{G). 
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From 5.6 it follows that D[G) is dense in M{Gy. Therefore F(G) is a dense convex 
/-subgroup of M(Gy. Hence we obtain from 5.12: 
5.16. The convex injection F satisfies (*), 
Example 5.20 below shows that F{G) is, in general, a proper subset of D(G) and 
from Example 5.22 it follows that D(G) need not be equal to M^{G). All convex 
injections F, D, M^ satisfy the condition (*). We can construct other types of convex 
injections satisfying (*) by using lexicographic decompositions of G. 
Let G, Gl, G2 be /-groups and let ф : G -> G^ о G2 be an isomorphism of G onto 
Gl о G2. Then (cf. §1) G^ is linearly ordered and G2 is an /-group. Let Ĝ  (i = 1, 2) 
have the same meaning as in §1, G^ = (p~^{G^, G? being an /-subgroup of G and G? 
a convex /-subgroup of G. We shall write 
(a) G - G? о G? .-
(a) is said to be a lexicographic decomposition of G. Assume that another lexico­
graphic decomposition (ß) G — Н\ о H^ is given. Let Z be the linearly ordered 
additive /-group of all integers. Let -̂  denote the isomorphism of /-groups. 
5.17. If G is an l-group, G = G% G'i = Щ о Щ such that G? ^ Z, Щ ^ Z, 
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2 = ^ 2 -then G^ = Я?. 
Proof. Let g eG. The components of f̂ with respect to the decomposition (a) will 
be denoted by ^(G?), g{G^2)^ ^i^d analogously for the decomposition {ß). Suppose 
that G2 is not a subset of Я^. Then there is r̂ e G2 \ H^. Thus \g\ e G^ \ Я^, 
|̂ | = И(я?) + И(Я2̂ ), Н(я?)>о. 
Since Я? -̂  Z, Я? is Archimedean. If g' e G, there exists an integer n such that 
-п\д\{н1)<д'{нТ,<п\д\{нГ). 
This implies —n\g\ < g' < n\g\, therefore g' eG^ and G с G2. But there exists 
g' eG such that д'{^Ъ "̂  ^ ^^^ ^^^^ 9' Ф ^il this is a contradiction. Thus G2 c: Я2 
and analogously Я2 <= <̂ 2-
5.18. Ler Я Ь^ aw /-/с/ед/ о/ an l-group G, H = H% Я^, Ях - Z. T/ien Я2 J5 
an l'idéal of G. 
Proof. Obviously Я2 is a convex /-subgroup of G. Let y e G. The mapping 
(p(x) = —y + X + у{хеН) is an automorphism of the /-group Я, thus Я - = 
= {-у + Я? Hr_>') о ( - j ; + Я^ + у) and - j + Я? + у - Я? - Z. According 
to 5.17, -y + Н^2 + У = Hl. 
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Now we define F^e ^ as follows. Let G e Ж. If there exists a lexicographic 
decomposition G = G? о GQ with G\ '^"^, G\ ф {0}, then G\ is uniquely determined 
by 5.17 and we put F\((J) ~ G\. If there does not exist any such lexicographic 
decomposition for G, we set F^{G) = G. 
5.19. The convex injection F^ is monotone. 
Proof. Let Я be a convex /-subgroup of G. If F I ( G ) = G, then obviously F^{H) с 
с H Cl G. Assume that G ^ G% G^, G? Ф {O}, G? - Z. If there is h e H such that 
/i(GÎ) Ф 0, then (analogously as in the proof of 5.17) H = G and so Fi(fi) == 
= Fi(G). Assume that /Î(G?) = 0 for each h e Я. Thus Я c: G? and therefore 
^ , (Я) CI Я с: F,{G). 
Denote F„ = (Fi)" {n — 1, 2, . . . ) . According to 5.18 F„ is monotone and for any 
/-group G, F„(G) is an /-ideal of G{n = 1,2,...). Obviously F„(G) is dense in G. 
For any G G J T let us put 
F;,{G) = F„{M%G)) (n = 1,2, . . . ) . 
Then according to 5.18 and by induction F'„{G) is an /-ideal of G. The convex in­
jection F^ is monotone. In Example 5.21 below F^G) ф F^(G) whenever m ф п. 
F/, satisfies (*) for n = 1,2,... 
5.20. Example . {F(G) ф D{G)). Let a, ß be irrational numbers, a < ^ such 
that ß — a = yis rational and let I be the set of all rational numbers belonging to the 
interval (a, ß). Let C^ be a linearly ordered group that is not commutative and let 
C2 Ф {0} be an Abehan linearly ordered group. For each / e I put Ĝ  = Ci о С2, 
H = ITjgjGj- and let G be a subset of Я with the following property: for any g e G 
there is a positive integer n = n(g) such that 
g{h) = gih) 
whenever i^, /'2 ^^l Q<^ = !?•••? ^)^ where 
n= I n \oi + {k- 1)^, 0C + кЦ. 
L n nj 
Clearly G is an /-subgroup of Я. For any positive integer m let G{m) be the system 
of all éf e G such that there is /c e {1, ..., m} and 0 < 0̂ ^ e C^ о C2 with g{i) = g^ 
for each / e /Ĵ  and g{i) = 0 otherwise. Lctg eG,g > 0. Whenever n{g) \ m, there are 
elements g^^^ e G{m) (/< = 1, ..., m) such that 
g = Ул-= 1 mö f̂c,m • 
If О < ^* 6 G, n(^*) I m, ö'fc.m e G(m), then 0̂ * non < gk,m- This shows that g is not 
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the first term of a distributive pair. According to 5.3, D(G) = G. Further A[D(G)) = 
= A(G) is the set of all 6̂  e G such that g{i) (Cj) e ^(C^) for each / el. Since Cj is 
not commutative, A{Ci) Ф Cj, therefore F ( G ) Ф ^ ( G ) - The set Ä(G) is dense in G, 
thus /1^(0(G)) = A^{G) = {0}. Therefore F ( G ) = A{G) Ф i)(G). 
5.21. Example . {F'^{Go) Ф F;(GO) for m Ф ?t.) Let J = { - 1 , - i , - i , . . . ,0} 
with the natural order. For j e J, j ф 0 let Hj ~ Z and HQ = G, where G has the 
same meaning as in 5.20. Denote Go = Qj^jHj. Assume that M(GO) Ф {0}. Then 
there is 0 < /7 e M(GO) . There exists 0 < ^̂  G G with g ^ h. Then g e M(GO) and by 
5.11 ^ 6 M{G). According to 5.20 we have g e D ( G ) , hence by 5.6 ^ = 0, a contradic­
tion. Therefore M(Go) = {0}, thus M%Go) = GQ. Hence we obtain 
F'^{G) = aj^jH'j, 
where Hj = {0} for j = — 1, ..., — l/n and Hj = Hj otherwise. This implies that 
F,'„(Go) is a proper subset of F^(Go) whenever m > п. 
5.22. Example . (D(GO) Ф M' (GO) , /)(GO) Ф F; (GO) Ф M%GO).) Let Go be as 
in 5.21. Let g, g^ e GQ such that 0 < g, g{j) Ф 0 for some j e / , j ф 0, 0 < g*, 
^*(j) = 0 for each j e J, j Ф 0. It is easy to verify that (g, ^*) is a distributive pair. 
On the other hand (cf. 5.20) g is not the first term of any distributive pair. Therefore 
we have 
D{Go) = {geGo: g{j) = 0 for each j e / , j Ф 0} , 
hence D(GO) Ф M^(GO). At the same time, according to 5.21 M^(Go) Ф î ;,(Go) Ф 
Ф D(GO) for any positive integer n. 
5.23. Example . ( F J is monotone but not strongly monotone.) Let / — (0, l ] u 
u {2, 3} with the natural order. Let G be the same as in 5.20. Put G3 = G and for 
any i G / , / Ф 3, Ĝ  = Z, Я = ^iei^i. Denote 
H, = [h G Я : /?(/) - О for each I G (O, 1]} , 
H2 = {heH : h{i) = 0 for each / G (0, 1] u {2}} . 
Then FI(H) = Я, Fi{H^ = Я2 Ф Fi[H) n Я^. Thus Fj is not strongly monotone. 
According to 5.19 F^ is monotone. 
Let G be an l-group and let L{G) be the lattice of all convex /-subgroups of G; 
this lattice was studied in [5]. A convex injection/is said to be L-invariant (weakly 
L-invariant), if for any /-groups (complete /-groups) G^ and G2 
<pf{Gt)=f{G2) 
whenever (/) is an isomorphism of L ( G I ) onto L(G2) . ; 
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5.24. The convex injection M is weakly invariant. 
Proof. Let G be an /-group and for 0 ф (̂  e G let Lg be the subgroup of G that is 
generated by the set of all J-ideals of G not containing g. Then Lg is an /-ideal of G. 
The ideal radical L{G) of G is defined to be 
L{G) = OLg (O^geG). 
L{G) is L-invariant [4] and if G is complete, then L{G) = D{G) [3]. Therefore D ( G ) 
is weakly invariant. According to 5.8 M{G) is a complement of D[G) in the lattice L{G) 
whenever G is complete. Since L{G) is distributive, the complement of D(G) is uniquely 
determined. Therefore M(G) is weakly invariant. 
It remains as an open question whether M(G) is L-invariant. 
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